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Abstract
The field of Artificial Intelligence Generative Content (AIGC) is increasingly delv-

ing into music content creation. However, three fundamental and intricate challenges
persist in understanding and creating music: (1) multi-modal music representations,
(2) highly complex and logical music structure, and (3) personalized and stylistic mu-
sic preferences. This thesis tackles these three challenges by focusing on a practical
application: creating virtual musicians or "re-creating" existing musicians.

The thesis creates artificial musicians across different music creation levels and
representation modalities. (1) For symbolic music composition, I combine music
domain knowledge with machine learning models to compose melodies, harmonies,
and bass lines while preserving specific styles. (2) Expressive performance control,
highly crucial in music creativity but often ignored, is achieved through diffusion
models, generating pitch envelopes, dynamics, and playing techniques, capturing
the unique performance styles of singers and instrumentalists. (3) Acoustic audio
synthesis involves synthesis from scratch and transferring timbres of vocals and
instruments, including zero-shot vocal and instrumental synthesis of unseen targets.
These layers converge to model composition and musicianship across multi-modal
music representations.

The thesis emphasizes music domain knowledge in stylistic and personalized
music modeling, and delves into music structure analysis to elevate generation quality.
I further discuss the applications of the technologies in this thesis in areas such as
music therapy, music education, the theory development of non-Western music, and
human-computer interactive live performance. Ethical and legal implications of AI
music are also explored, foreseeing its fusion with the future music industry.

The proposal outlines technical foundations and design frameworks for the three
music creation levels, rationalizes technology choices, presents achievements, and
offers solutions for pending tasks. The contribution, success criteria, future prospects,
and research schedule are discussed.
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1 Introduction
My favorite singer is Teresa Teng, yet she passed away shortly after my birth. I grew up listening
to her soulful melodies, and I have always dreamt of attending her live concerts, performing with
her, and hearing her new songs. This is the initial motivation for this thesis: to create an artificial
Teresa and bring her back.

In the current surge of generative artificial intelligence, the fusion of deep learning and past
computer music technologies has illuminated the path to creating artificial musicians. Recent
advancements showcase promising results in AI-generated music, such as large music representa-
tion models [39], large text-to-audio music generation models [1, 26, 61, 112], automatic music
generation for video [40], virtual singers [85, 86, 142, 144], and so on. However, as a musician, I
realize that these models still fall short of the music created by professional musicians. Human
creativity in music remains largely unexplored. For instance, What makes music resonate deeply
within us? Why does certain music transcend time, stirring memories across generations? How
does music influence our emotions, and how do musicians convey their messages and emotions
through music? What interplay of musical elements shapes our perception, and what truly distin-
guishes music styles and genres at their essence? Beyond these deep questions, even basic tasks
like beat tracking and transcription — achievable by many without musical training — fall short
in today’s algorithms. I don’t believe AI can replace humans, but I do believe that we need a
better understanding of the limitations and potential of AI in music. Thus, in this thesis, I aim to
explore human creativity, with music as my way in and computer science as my tool.

To create artificial musicians, there are three basic modules of the proposed framework:
symbolic music composition, expressive performance control, and sound synthesis. These three
modules correspond to the intrinsic multi-level, multi-modal character of music representation:
music can be read, listened to, or performed, and it all depends on whether we are relying on
score (the top-level, abstract representation), sound (the bottom-level, concrete representation), or
control (the intermediate representation) [28, 36]. This is very different from image or language
representation. So far, information saliently contained in different levels of music representation
cannot be freely converted and manipulated across these modalities, and no end-to-end system
can elegantly deal with all levels of music representation together. Consequently, most studies
only focus on a certain level/modality of music representation. In this thesis, I aim to cover all
three music creation levels and music representation modalities.

A fundamental challenge in music creation is the highly complex and logical repetition and
structure of music. The nature of repetition and structure in music is still not well understood, and
much remains to be explored with music information retrieval techniques. In this thesis, I use
“structure” to refer broadly to organizing principles in music, which are generally hierarchical and
include sections, phrases, and various kinds of patterns. As a basic indicator of music structure,
repetition includes not just music content within repeat signs but also approximate repetitions at
different time scales. Music relies heavily on repetition to create internal references, coherence,
and structure. In music generation, many researchers rely on deep learning models to capture
music structure and organizing principles implicitly from data. However, repetition, especially
long-term repetition structure, does not seem to emerge automatically in deep music generation.
We will see in this thesis that phrase structure, song structure, and other elements of music are
intertwined. Thus, we need a better understanding of repetition and structure if we want machines
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to compose or even just listen to music in a more human way, delving into the essence of human
creativity in music.

Another significant problem is personalized and stylistic music preferences, which are inter-
twined with our cultural backgrounds, emotional states, and personal music histories, making
them deeply personal and varied across individuals. Recent practice in stylistic music generation
mainly focuses on machine learning of general musical rules or style, which tends toward generic
musical output with no support for personalization. The number of favorite and familiar songs that
a person can provide is insufficient for deep learning approaches, which need large amounts of
training data. However, every piece of music has its own distinctive abstract qualities, for example,
structure, melodic contour, rhythmic pattern, chord progression, bass line pattern, performance
control, sound timbre, etc. These abstract qualities might vary a lot from piece to piece, even
within a music genre and in works by the same musician. By focusing on distinctive musical
qualities within the constraints of general rules of music, I hope to introduce stylistic models that
are able to capture compositional, performance, and timbre styles from examples and imitate them
in a new piece.

Data scarcity stands as a formidable obstacle. Across every task in music research, there is a
persistent lack of large-scale, high-quality, diverse, and annotated datasets, especially in the day of
deep learning and generative AI. To pursue the aimed task, I collected a high-quality multilingual
singing dataset with style transfer [33], and helped collect a pop song dataset for symbolic music
composition [128], and annotated structure labels for the POP909 dataset [30].

The fusion of AI with music introduces critical ethical and legal quandaries. Issues range
from intellectual property rights, given the ambiguous ownership of AI-generated compositions,
to concerns about authenticity and the potential erosion of genuine artistic value. Furthermore, the
looming threat of job displacement for musicians and composers, potential biases in AI models
sidelining underrepresented music styles, and privacy concerns related to personalized AI music
experiences underscore the need for careful navigation. As AI becomes more intertwined with the
musical landscape, addressing these implications is paramount to preserving human creativity in
music. I will address the current challenges and bring discussions to this thesis.

In all, this thesis tackles all the above challenges by focusing on this practical application:
creating virtual musicians or "re-creating" existing musicians. The basic ideas for each module
are: (1) For symbolic music composition, I combine music domain knowledge with machine
learning models to compose melodies, harmonies, and bass lines while preserving specific styles.
(2) Expressive performance control, highly crucial in music creativity but often ignored, is
achieved through diffusion models, generating pitch envelopes, dynamics, and playing techniques,
capturing the unique performance styles of singers and instrumentalists. (3) Acoustic audio
synthesis involves syntheses from scratch and transferring timbres of vocals and instruments,
including zero-shot vocal and instrumental synthesis of unseen targets.

Apart from creating artificial musicians, I further discuss the applications of the technologies in
this thesis in areas such as music therapy, music education, the theory development of non-Western
music, and human-computer interactive live performance.

Throughout this thesis, my work focuses on popular music for multiple reasons. The original
motivation for much of this work originated in the idea of constructing music for rhythmic
auditory stimulation (RAS) for Parkinsons’s disease patients, and therapists often use popular
music. In addition, the idea of creating virtual models of popular artists suggests working on
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popular styles of music. Secondly, most people have familiarity and knowledge of popular
music styles. Therefore, it is easier to compare, discuss, and evaluate popular music than other
music. It is also the case that popular music has many conventions that seem to simplify the
music generation problem. This is not to say that truly great popular music is easy to make, but
convincing machine-composed “popular” songs exist, suggesting this is a productive place to
start.

The minimum achievement for this thesis should be the completion of the design, implementa-
tion, and evaluation of the system. The built system should be able to compose stylistic symbolic
music, generate expressive performance control, and synthesize singing and instrumental sound
in good quality. An insightful discussion on the ethical and legal implications of AI music should
be provided. Once I achieve the minimum requirement, I plan to improve the system’s quality
further and apply the technologies to potential applications.

The proposed thesis will be organized as follows. Each chapter is described in greater detail
in the corresponding sections of this proposal, as follows:

Chapter 2 will describe a computational study of music repetition structure, including
algorithms on hierarchical music structure analysis [30], structural influences on various music
elements [27], how repetition and structure develop over time as revealed with human perception,
and implications for automatic music composition.

Chapter 3 will describe two directions toward symbolic music composition with structure,
style, and control. [32] introduces a statistical machine-learning model that can capture and imitate
the structure, melody, chord, and bass style from a given example seed song. [31] combines
deep learning with music domain knowledge to create a full-length melody guided by long-term
repetitive structure, chord, melodic contour, and rhythm constraints.

Chapter 4 will outline work on stylistic singing performance control, including models
generating performance timing, F0 curves, and amplitude (loudness) envelopes. In Section 4, I
discuss current progress on instrumental performance control and design for introducing style and
structure information.

Chapter 5 will present work on expressive singing synthesis and zero-shot singing synthesis
with unseen speech targets. In Section 5, I discuss the current progress on instrument synthesis
and plans for further improvement.

Chapter 6 will discuss potential applications of the technologies in this thesis, such as
interactions with other Generative AI fields, music therapy, music education, music perception,
the theory development of non-Western music, and human-computer interactive live performance.

Chapter 7 will consider the ethical and legal issues from a historical perspective of the music
industry, compare them with current challenges of AI music, compare music with other art areas,
and discuss potential technical support.

Section 8 of this proposal presents a schedule for the completion of this thesis.
Section 9 conclude this thesis proposal.

2 Computational Study of Music Repetition and Structure
Repetition and structure have a significant place in music theory, but the structure hierarchy and
its influences are often ignored in both music analysis and music generation. Chapter 2 will give
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an overview of related work 2.1, and describe novel algorithms based on repetition to extract
music structure hierarchy from a MIDI data set of popular music and show its effectiveness
through evaluation 2.2. Then, I will introduce new data-driven approaches to estimate and validate
structural influences in music 2.3. Results show that the automatically detected hierarchical
repetition structures reveal significant interactions between structure and harmony, melody, rhythm,
and predictability. Different levels of hierarchy interact differently, providing evidence that
structural hierarchy plays an important role in music beyond simple notions of repetition or
similarity. Structure and repetition also influence songs’ use of limited vocabulary so that
individual songs do not follow general statistics of song collections. Moreover, in 2.4, I analyze
that over the course of a song. Repetition is not random, but follows a general trend as revealed
by cross-entropy, which is potentially aligned with human perception results in EEG experiments.

All the above findings offer challenges as well as opportunities for deep-learning music
generation and suggest new formal music criteria and evaluation methods. Thus, in 2.5, music
from recent music generation systems is analyzed and compared to human-composed music in
two popular music datasets (Chinese and American), often revealing striking differences from a
structural perspective.

Finally, I will summarize and discuss the future possibilities 2.6 of this chapter in highlighting
roles that structure can play in music analysis, music similarity, music generation, music evaluation,
and other Music Information Retrieval tasks.

2.1 Related Work
2.1.1 Repetition and Structure in Music

Repetition is a key element of music structure. Repetition is one of the three commonly used
principles for segmenting music, along with novelty at segment boundaries and homogeneity
within segments [97]. People have developed a variety of segmentation and section detection
methods based on repetition with acoustic features[34, 102]. Repetition becomes especially useful
in segmenting symbolic music or lead sheet representations where timbre and texture may be
lacking [29].

Music form and structure, including repetition, is also a major focus of Music Theory [12,
69, 119]. Apart from music theory, repetition also plays an important role in music expectation
and prediction [64, 96]. Studies of repetition and structure are common in Music Psychology
[88]. For example, listening experiments with reordered Classical and Popular music have shown
that listeners are rather insensitive to restructuring, but these results are subtle and somewhat
ambiguous [110]. [100] conducts four listening experiments to illustrate the effects of pitch and
temporal contributions to musical phrase determination. [80] exposes the relationship between
tonal structure and tension-resolution patterns by qualitatively analyzing musical tension ratings
for two piano pieces from Mendelssohn and Mozart.

2.1.2 Computational Analysis of Music Structure

Computational analysis of musical form has long been an important task in Music Information
Retrieval (MIR). Large-scale structure in music, from classical sonata form to the repeated
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structure in pop songs, is essential to music analysis as well as composition. Schenkerian analysis,
a reduction technique that also aims to uncover musical structure, has been implemented by [89],
and the automated reduction has achieved convincing results in recognizing the variation in ten
pieces by Mozart. [55] describes a tool for Generative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM) analysis
that matches closely the analyses of musicologists. [2] use unsupervised learning to segment
Mozart string quartets. They analyzed the classical sonata form structure from a dataset of
Mozart’s string quartets and discovered that unsupervised learning emits better section boundaries
than manually set parameters. The structure analysis of [49] performs structural analyses using
homogeneity, repetitiveness, novelty, and regularity. Our work builds on the idea of extracting
structure by discovering repetition.

Identifying hierarchical structure is likely to play a role in music listening. [52] employs
ideas from Natural Language Processing (NLP) and performs Combinatory Categorical Grammar
parsing to obtain a hierarchical structure of chord sequences. [90] state that advances in the theory
of tree structures in music will depend on clarity about data structures and explicit algorithms.
[66] propose a two-step segmentation algorithm for analyzing music recordings in predefined
sonata form: a thumb-nailing approach for detecting coarse structure and a rule-based approach
for analyzing the finer substructure. [5] analyzes music structure in different levels of resolutions
based on graph theory and multi-resolution community detection. We present a detailed algorithm
for segmenting music into phrases and deriving a higher-level sectional structure starting with a
symbolic representation.

Segmentation of music audio is a common MIR task with a substantial literature. [34]
survey audio segmentation techniques based on repetition, textural similarity, and contrast. [4]
perform audio music segmentation based on timbre and rhythmical properties. However, MIDI
has the advantage of greater and more reliable rhythmic information along with the possibility
of cleanly separating melody. Many chord recognition algorithms exist, e.g. [91] use a semi-
Markov Conditional Random Field model. References to melody extraction from MIDI can
be found in [67] who use maximum likelihood and Dynamic Programming. [111] presents an
efficient algorithm for spotting matching melodic phrases, which relates to our algorithm for
segmentation based on matching sub-segments of music. [87] proposes a music segmentation
evaluation measure considering over- and under-segmentation. [21] develop a geometric approach
to discover inexact intra-opus patterns in point-set representations of piano sonatas. My work in
Section 2.2 introduces new methods for the analysis of multi-level hierarchy in MIDI.

2.1.3 Implications of Music Structure in Music Generation

There are many deep learning models for music generation [10, 39, 59, 103, 109], however, cap-
turing repetition and long-term dependencies in music still remains a challenge. One mainstream
approach is to model distribution of music via an intermediate representation (embedding), such
as Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE) [109, 130], Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [139]
and Contrastive Learning [53, 130]. Due to their fixed-length representation and short-length
output, it is difficult to exhibit long-term structure. Another popular trend is to use sequential
models such as LSTMs and Transformers [59, 103, 123] to generate longer music sequences, but
they still struggle to generate repetition and coherent structure on long-term time scales. Some
recent works introduce explicit structure planning for music generation, which shows that using
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Figure 1: Structure hierarchy in pop music.

Figure 2: Repeated motives in a phrase in Yankee Doodle.

structure information leads to better musicality [22, 31, 93].
Current evaluation methods for music generation rarely consider repetition and structure. Deep

music generation systems [59, 60] use objective metrics such as negative log-likelihood, cross-
entropy and prediction accuracy to compare generated music with ground-truth human-composed
music. But these metrics do not precisely correspond to human perception and are not reliable for
musicality. Another trend is using domain-knowledge [17] and musical features [32, 46, 118, 137]
such as pitch class, pitch intervals, and rhythm density to evaluate music statistically. However,
most of them ignore even short patterns, and none evaluate music structure. In contrast, I offer
quantitative and objective methods to evaluate music repetition and structure.

2.2 Analysis of Repetition and Structure Hierarchy
Music structure is hierarchical (Figure 1). It contains multiple levels of repetitions, ranging from
low-level pitch and rhythm motives (patterns) to higher-level phrases (analogous to sentences) and
sections (analogous to paragraphs). This section introduces novel algorithms to extract repetition
structure at all levels from a MIDI data set of popular music, with a statistical exploration of
hierarchical structure in real data, which is a combination of two of my previous papers [29][27].

I began the study by developing a method to identify low-level structure “phrases” in popular
songs. Given input consisting of a chord and melody sequence for each song together with its
time signature (obtained from MIDI pre-processing), the algorithm outputs a repetition structure
of phrases, resulting in high agreement with human judgment. Next, I discovered a simple way to
infer higher-level structure ‘sections’ from this phrase-level structure. I will introduce the data
collection and processing, design motivation, structure representation, details of the algorithm,
and some evaluation results in the full version of the thesis.

There is at least another level of repetition below phrases (Figure 1). For example, in the
first 8-measure phrase of the chorus in Yankee Doodle (Figure 2), the first and second half repeat
elements of rhythm and interval. The colored boxes show repeated rhythm patterns, and the red
lines point out repeated pitch contours. Through algorithmic analysis, I found abundant evidence
for repetition within phrases. For example, rhythm patterns show a clear repetition structure
within phrases; the vocabulary of rhythm and pitch patterns within a song or phrase is also very
limited compared to the whole dataset, implying pitch sequence repetitions within the phrase
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level.
I further characterize the hierarchical structure in the datasets with statistical studies to show

the distribution and trend.
Unlike traditional music theory with case-by-case human analysis, I explore these problems

with a data-driven approach. For training and testing, I use a Chinese pop song dataset POP909
[128], which has 909 pop song performances in MIDI, and an American pop song dataset PDSA
[6], in MusicXML, which has 348 American pop songs originating from 1580 to 1924. I use only
songs in 4/4 time to simplify analysis.

2.3 Structural Influence
Can repetition structure be considered orthogonal to melody, harmony, and rhythm generation? If
so, we can simply generate music note-by-note, ignoring structure, and then impose structure by
repeating generated sequences. However, if there is significant interaction between structure and
other facets of music, then structure is an integral part of music analysis, music modeling, and
music generation. My findings show the latter is the case.

Another intuition for this structural influence study is that, we could have used any number
of ways to form higher-level structure (sections), but we wanted an objective procedure that
is independent of musical features (e.g., "sections end on a long tonic note"). Our choice is
supported by the finding of interactions between sections, melody, harmony and rhythm that are
not explained by interactions at the phrase level, suggesting that the section structure is not just an
arbitrary construction. On the other hand, we suspect there are even better constructions in terms
of matching human analyses or consistency with musical features.

Thus, in this section, I introduce new data-driven approaches to estimate and validate structural
influences in music, based on my previous papers [29][27]. Results show that the automatically de-
tected hierarchical repetition structures reveal systematic interactions between repetition structure
and melody, rhythm, harmony, and predictivity. Different levels of hierarchy interact differently,
providing evidence that structural hierarchy plays an important role in music beyond simple
notions of repetition or similarity.

For example, chords at the ends of phrases differ from chords in the middle of phrases.
Furthermore, the final chords in sections differ significantly from final chords in phrases that
are not at the ends of sections. This does not mean that “good music” must reflect a structural
hierarchy, but at least this finding offers insight into how music generation might be improved,
and it raises questions for further study.

I further study how musical structure has evolved over decades of popular music writing.

2.4 Repetition and Structure Over Time with Perception
Music is not repeated randomly. After seeing different levels of hierarchy in Section 2.3, we ask:
Is there a schema for repetition? How does repetition play out over time?

Huron suggests that if music is to manipulate prediction through repetition, it makes sense to
repeat some of the music early on [64]. This affords immediate pleasure from successful prediction
rather than delaying until all novel material is exhausted. POP909 supports this hypothesis: More
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Figure 3: Left (green): Percentage of POP909 songs that have phrase repetitions at different song
locations. Right (blue): Average prediction cross-entropy using variable-order Markov models on
diatonic pitches in POP909 songs over time, and note the y-axis is inverted.

than 50% of the phrases repeat immediately, and almost all phrases repeat within a quarter of the
song.

In Section 2.2, we have seen that most rhythmic and melodic patterns in a phrase are repetitions.
At the song level as well, using the phrase repetition labels in POP909, we found that for 79% of
songs, 15% to 35% of their duration consists of new material and the rest is repetition.

Returning to our consideration of structure over time: How does surprise vary with structure?
We might expect less surprise at the ends of sections to give a sense of completion or resolution.
Figure 3 Left shows a histogram percentage of phrase-level repetition over the course of a song.
We see a relatively low repetition rate in the first 1/10 of the song. The repetition rate sharply
increases as we progress to the first 1/5 of the song because, after introducing the initial materials,
most songs repeat them. There is a noticeable drop around the quarter-way point where many
songs introduce new material. In the second half, almost everything is a repetition or variation
of what came in the first half. Finally, the graph shows novel material is often introduced near
the end. In Figure 3 Right, we use the variable-order Markov model to calculate the average
cross-entropy over time on melody pitches. To show the correspondence, we flip the vertical
cross-entropy axis. Note the similarity between the trends in repetition and cross-entropy.

From these results, it is clear that repetition is not random but follows a plan in which
novelty is revealed, presumably to enhance the enjoyment or effect of the music. This is perhaps
surprising because other research shows that music can be substantially rearranged without
destroying positive impressions [45]. Whether this organization matters to listeners or simply
reflects composers’ intentions requires further research.

2.5 Implications For Automatic Music Composition
One application of our studies is to gain insight into deep-learning models for automatic music
composition. We can apply the analyses in this Chapter to melodies generated from deep learning
models. Through these case studies, we can characterize repetition and structure from deep music
generation and compare them to human-composed songs. To be clear, I am not claiming that
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any particular structure is necessary or even good. My goal is to illuminate possibilities and
better understand both real and generated music. We then discuss our results and point out new
directions and ideas for future work in deep music generation.

The detailed content in this section is from my previous work [27]. I studied repetition and
structure in deep learning generated melodies to answer three questions: 1) do melodies have
multiple levels of repetition and structure? 2) do they have song-specific vocabulary and common
patterns? 3) how does cross-entropy vary over time? I used two deep music generation models:
One is a VAE model using representation learning [130], chosen because it uses contrastive
learning to generate longer sequences (8 bars) than other VAE models. The other model is Music
Transformer [59].

The results show that rather than learning and reproducing general statistics of datasets, we
need to learn how songs strategically diverge from background or stylistic norms to create interest,
surprise, and individuality. It is particularly interesting that phrases can be better predicted
by relatively short phrases within the same song than by large amounts of training data from
other songs. It seems plausible that songs of the same artist or same sub-genre may be more
predictive than songs in general. My findings also reinforce previous findings that using structure
in MusicFrameworks [31] results in better human evaluations.

Examples in the case study also suggest that we can compare generated music to real music
using measures of structure, repetition, and entropy. Matching these measures is not guaranteed
to make music “better,” but we should not simply ignore clear objective differences. We would
at least expect differences to be small when the task is to imitate a style or genre. We can also
speculate that these measures are relevant to listener preferences even if they do not tell a complete
story.

This work focuses on popular music, where repetition and hierarchical structure are relatively
easy to study compared, for example, to large symphonic works, which show greater variation,
development, and orchestration. Nevertheless, we are encouraged by results using variable-order
Markov models which make relatively few assumptions on the underlying music. We hope our
work will lead to future explorations of Classical and other music.

2.6 Conclusion
It should be no surprise that structure, repetition, pitch, rhythm, harmony and entropy are all
strongly connected and interdependent. We have offered new ways to explore these connections
objectively, using a data-driven approach without relying on subjective human analyses.

Among our findings are that within-song and within-phrase vocabulary and repetition are not
a reflection of more general background statistics from a collection of songs. Instead, songs and
phrases gain “individuality” through more repetition and smaller vocabulary. This has important
implications for machine learning and music generation systems.

There are clear differences between measurements of real songs and those of many music
generation systems, suggesting that there are important gaps to fill through new research. We
hope that this work will inspire further research in the roles played by repetition and structure in
music as well as methods to learn repetition and structure.
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3 Symbolic Music Composition With Structure, Style, and
Control

Many practices have recently been presented in symbolic music composition. While stylistic music
generation using deep learning techniques has become mainstream, these models still struggle
to generate music with high musicality, different levels of music structure, and controllability.
In addition, more application scenarios, such as music therapy, require imitating more specific
musical styles from a few given music examples, rather than capturing the overall genre style of a
large data corpus.

Thus, I introduce music domain knowledge into symbolic music composition to address the
above requirements that challenge current models. I will develop two approaches in this chapter.
The first one [32] is a statistical machine learning model that is able to capture and imitate the
structure, melody, chord, and bass style from a given example seed song. The second approach
[31] introduces MusicFrameworks, a hierarchical music structure representation, and a multi-step
generative process to create a full-length melody guided by long-term repetitive structure, chord,
melodic contour, and rhythm constraints.

Experiments of both approaches show that, with the help of music domain knowledge, es-
pecially music structure representations, I am able to factor symbolic music composition into
sub-problems, which allow simpler models, require less data, and achieve high musicality and
controllability.

3.1 Related Work
Automation of music composition with computers can be traced back to 1957 [56]. Long
before representation learning, musicians looked for models that explain the generative process
of music[57]. Early music generation systems often relied on generative rules or constraint
satisfaction [23, 24, 25, 57]. Subsequent approaches replaced human learning of rules with
machine learning, such as statistical models [113] and connectionist approaches [9]. Now, deep
learning has emerged as one of the most powerful tools to encode implicit rules from data
[10, 54, 59, 60, 83].

One challenge of music modeling is capturing repetitive patterns and long-term dependencies.
There are a few models using rule-based and statistical methods to construct long-term repetitive
structure in classical music [22] and pop music [32, 46]. Machine learning models with memory
and the ability to associate context have also been popular in this area and include LSTMs and
Transformers [59, 63, 103, 123], which operate by generating music one or a few notes at a time,
based on information from previously generated notes. These models enable free generation and
motif continuation, but it is difficult to control the generated content. StructureNet [93], PopMNet
[132], and Rachmaninoff [22] are more closely related to my works in that they introduce explicit
models for music structure.

Another thread of work enables a degree of controllability by modeling the distribution of
music via an intermediate representation (embedding). One such approach is to use Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) to model the distribution of music [42, 51, 139]. GANs learn a
mapping from a point z sampled from a prior distribution to an instance of generated music x and
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hence represent the distribution of music with z. Another method is the Autoencoder, consisting
of an encoder transforming music x into embedding z and a decoder that reconstructs music x
again from embedding z. The most popular models are Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE) and
their variants [72, 74, 108, 120, 129, 138]. These models can be controlled by manipulating the
embedding, for example, mix-and-matching embeddings of different pitch contours and rhythms
[13, 108, 138]. However, a high-dimensional continuous vector has limited interpretability
and thus is difficult for a user to control; it is also difficult to model full-length music with a
simple fixed-length representation. In contrast, my approach in Section 3.3 uses a hierarchical
music representation (i.e., music framework) as an “embedding” of music that encodes long-term
dependency in a form that is both interpretable and controllable.

For stylistic music composition, rule-based methods and deep-learning systems both have their
pros and cons. Models that define style- and theory-related rules as constraints [23, 24, 25, 57]
offer fast and controllable generation but may sacrifice creativity and struggle with rule extension
for new styles. Meanwhile, the utilization of deep learning, particularly sequence learning
models, requires a huge amount of training data and computation power, and so far, has only
been used for general music models because it would be difficult to find enough data to model
a specific style. Recent advancements involve representation learning through VAEs, offering
more opportunities for capturing a specific song style, for example ‘’style transfer”, but in music
composition, disentanglement of style and the other musical content, as well as musicality, still
remains a problem.

Two systems highly related to my work in Section 3.2 are discussed here. The first one is [46],
which created an algorithmic composition system for popular music using probabilistic methods
guided by music theory. Users can specify input settings like phrase length, chord transition
matrix, and metrical salience histogram. The algorithm outputs a piece of music in MIDI format
with melody, chord progression, and simple phrases. They create a structure indicating phrase
durations, accents within phrases, and phrase repetitions. Chords are then selected using a
Markov chain. Melody generation is based on ten different functions that estimate the conditional
probability of the next pitch and rhythm based on the previous note, current chord, and accent
locations, which are selected during the design of the overall structure. Humans rated the musical
output slightly lower than human compositions, but not significantly. This system generates a
generic popular music style, but cannot represent style variations, personalize music, or model
bass style. I adapt some of the ideas in Section 3.2, for example, using theory and statistics to
help capture and apply abstract qualities of style.

IDyOM ([104]) is another probabilistic system based mainly on variable-order Markov models
for adapting to and predicting musical sequences. IDyOM has been used to estimate information
content of musical sequences, but it does not seem to contain sufficient constraints for its prediction
to be used for music composition.

Evaluation of computer-composed music is often informal and ad-hoc. It is common to use
human ratings based on short listening examples, and often comparisons are made to simple
baseline models to show that improvement is achieved by new methods. [59] use 180 comparisons
to rate three techniques as well as excerpts from a human-composed dataset on the basis of “which
one is more musical” and using a Likert scale. [46] compared machine- to human-composed songs
along several dimensions using Likert scales. I believe my approach in Section 3.2 is the first
study to evaluate the degree to which computers can successfully compose music by imitation.
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3.2 Personalised popular music composition using imitation and structure
3.2.1 Overview

Recent practice in stylistic music composition in the symbolic domain mainly focuses on machine
learning of general musical rules or style, which tends toward generic musical output with no
support for personalization. The number of favorite and familiar songs that a person can provide
is insufficient for deep learning approaches, which need a large amount of training data. However,
every piece of music has its own distinctive abstract qualities, for example, structure, melodic
contour, rhythmic pattern, chord progression, bass line pattern, etc. These abstract qualities might
vary a lot from piece to piece, even within a music genre and in works by the same composer. By
focusing on distinctive musical qualities within the constraints of general rules of music, I hope to
create more enjoyable music and come closer to capturing elements of “style” or character within
a limited set of examples.

To avoid the problem of “smoothing over” distinctive attributes, and to further my goal of
imitation, I need to “learn” from a single song called the seed song. However, I cannot rely
completely on the seed song because that would result in too much similarity. An overly similar
song sounds as if the original were being played with mistakes, or else the original was simply
plagiarized. This is perhaps related to the “uncanny valley” phenomenon [94]. In addition, the
inverted-U model of preference for music [7, 14, 116] suggests that the pleasantness (hedonic
value) of a music piece increases as its novelty increases (familiarity diminishes), and will decrease
once the novelty reaches a certain level (Figure 4). Therefore, it is important to control how
similar the new song should be in order to achieve both stylistic similarity and creative differences.
This is a new challenge for the field of automatic music composition.

Figure 4: Inverted-U relationship: the Wundt Curve originally suggested by Wundt and later
adapted by [7], and the linking of favorability to familiarity/time curve by [116].

Another significant issue in music generation is music structure, particularly at the level of
phrases and sections. Longer-term structure was at the heart of many early works on music
generation, but largely ignored in more recent generation systems based on neural networks and
sequence learning. The resulting failure of many systems to exhibit interesting long-term behavior
has now been widely recognized and is receiving renewed attention. In this work, I consider
longer-term and higher-level music structure formed through section repetitions. For example, a
common pattern in popular music songs is ABABB, where letters stand for sections and repeated
letters represent an approximate repetition of a section. In addition to repetition structure, there
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can be a common rhythm in A and B, a repetition in melody contour from one phrase to the next,
etc. Here, I consider both higher-level repetition structure and lower-level repetition music pattern
structure in my representation and generation process.

I will introduce a stylistic music generation model that is able to capture melody, chord, and
bass style from a single pop song and imitate them with structure information in a new complete
piece. Like “music structure,” music style is a general term that can refer to almost any aspect of
music. Definitions are further complicated by the multi-level, multi-modal character of music
representation—music can be notated and read, performed, and listened to, and each of these
modalities has aspects of style [28, 36]. Style refers to general characteristics, but these can be
seen at the level of music genre, sub-genre, composers, and individual compositions.

In this work, music style refers to information at the symbolic music notation level, including
rhythm, pitch, and dynamics, and my approach focuses on imitating single songs. Often, style at
the level of a single song is not representative of more general styles, and some might not even
use “style” to refer to characteristics of a single song. Furthermore, there is no clear distinction
between style at the levels of individual song and the more general genre level. For example,
by imitating a Chinese pop song, we are at least likely to compose a mostly-pentatonic melody,
and the result can be recognizable as Chinese popular music. Thus, song imitation is likely to
discover and use some more general elements of musical style. I also note that imitation of
performance, orchestration, and production (especially in pop music) are important aspects of
style and perceived similarity, but I leave these to future work.

My work will offer three main contributions. First, I will offer methods that generate likable
music overall. If music is not likable, the fact that it is a successful imitation that listeners find
similar to something likable is a small consolation. Second, I will produce music that listeners
recognize as similar to the seed songs. Thus, I will be able to learn enough from a single input
song to form an imitation, even when seeds vary from Chinese Pop to Western Pop songs. Finally,
one must ask if this whole enterprise of imitation to create likable songs is valid to begin with.
By making imitations, do I improve the preference for my machine-created songs? I will show
through correlation that an increased preference for the seed song predicts an increased preference
for my generated imitation. Thus, my original idea to create personalized music by imitation
shows promise.

This approach should be able to use imitation without large training sets to enhance listener
preferences for generated music. In addition, it generates complete customized songs of any
length and contains a logical, hierarchical music structure, as opposed to generating a few bars
of music or long rambling sequences lacking in longer-term structure. We will also see how
individual models for stylistic melody, chord, and bass generation can be combined to create
hybrid styles, e.g., creating a song with melody style from song A, chord style from song B, and
bass style from song C.

For training and testing data, this work uses 13 MIDI songs labeled with an accurate analysis
of structure, melody, chord, and bass. While there is certainly some degree of subjectivity in
labeling ([95]), my representation is more that of a simplified lead sheet than a detailed analysis,
so label ambiguity is unlikely to have a significant impact. I will introduce the detailed collection,
representation, and pre-processing steps of the data in the thesis.

I will briefly introduce the proposed method and experiment design in the following sections.
In the thesis, I will describe this system in detail, including the data preparation process, system
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design details, as well as both objective and subjective experiments to evaluate the model output.
I believe there are many ideas that can inform future systems, serve as a baseline for comparison,
and offer insights into music perception and cognition.

3.2.2 Proposed Method

I use statistical machine learning methods to imitate the styles of melody, chord progression,
bass and structure from an input seed song. The system framework is shown in Figure 5. The
system takes one seed song as input. After some data pre-processing steps, I feed each part from
the seed into a corresponding generation module.1 I also feed the results from structure and
chord progression modules into the other modules as inputs. The tempo is set to the same as the
tempo of the seed song input. Finally, I combine the newly generated stylistic melody, chord
accompaniment, and bass MIDI tracks and synthesize them to obtain audio output. Each module
is introduced accordingly as follows.

Figure 5: Framework of stylistic music generation system.

Structure Alignment and Generation I will introduce three ways to generate new structures:
(1) copy the seed song structure; (2) generate according to a specification string such as “AABABC”
from the user and treat each section as 8 bars, and here “A”“B” indicates different sections; (3)
generate random structures, which includes selecting from a collection of typical structures. This
gives flexibility in generation. Since the new structure can be different from the structure of the
seed song, I need to align each new section to an appropriate seed song section. For example, in
Figure 6, I want to imitate the seed song shown at the top using the new structure shown below it.
A good alignment will imitate the seed’s intro style in the new intro, imitate seed’s first chorus in
the new chorus, etc.

Stylistic Chord Generation To generate convincing chord progressions while imitating the
harmonic style of the seed song, we combine statistical features from general popular music data
set2, seed song statistics, and distinctive chord progressions from the seed song. Within each

1Seed songs for different modules can be different, e.g., taking the melody from seed A and bass from seed B.
2https://github.com/tmc323/Chord-Annotations
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Figure 6: An example of ideal structure alignment.

section, we generate chord progressions in time order, selecting one or more successive chords at
each step. Section endings are treated specially so that we can impose a stylistically consistent
harmonic resolution to the section.

Stylistic Melody Generation From music theory, rhythm and pitch interact to form melody.
Thus, I design a number of melody style rating functions to evaluate the suitability of the next
note given previous notes in the context of a chord progression. I generate melody in time order,
note-by-note, using rating functions to estimate the probability of each possible next note and
make a weighted random choice. Thus, I use a statistical sampling method. To avoid outliers,
I generate 30 candidate melody sequences and pick the one with the best rating as the stylistic
melody output.

More formally, I have n = 15 rating functions Pi(x, y) where x is the next note (pitch and
duration pair), and y is the context including the note position in the current bar and phrase, the
previous notes, the chord progression, and the seed song. I treat these functions as independent
probabilities, multiplying them together to form a weight for each note:

wx =
n∏

i=1

Pi(x, y) (1)

The stylistic rating functions used to extract and represent melody style features are inspired by
[46], who use similar methods to generate popular music. I extend these functions and use seed
song statistics to encode specific melody style qualities from the input seed songs, and I develop
additional rating functions that emphasize long-term structure.

Stylistic Bass Generation I represent bass style using patterns and generate the stylistic bass
section-by-section. Each bar of bass is represented by a rhythm pattern that denotes onset times.
For each section, the output bass rhythm copies the rhythms of the first and last bars of the section
in the seed song, and every other bar uses the most frequent bass rhythm pattern. Selection of the
bass note pitch follows consideration of both chord tone and rhythmic positions.

3.2.3 Experiment Setting

I conduct both objective and subjective evaluations of this stylistic music generation system. In
the 13 collected MIDI songs, three of them are used in the training stage for parameter tuning.
The other ten songs, five Western pop songs and five Chinese pop songs, are used as seed songs
for evaluation. One application of my system is to imitate favorite pop songs, so I want to imitate
songs that are already popular and familiar. Hopefully, results will show that my stylistic music
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generation system is able to create music with both high musicality and similarity to the seed
song. I will also further explore the factor of familiarity in symbolic music composition.

For the objective evaluation, I first use a paired t-test to show that my stylistic imitations have
a higher similarity to seed songs than non-imitations. Then, I use another paired t-test to show that
there is no significant difference in estimated probabilities (objective rating functions) between
the original seed songs and the generated imitations. If all the above assumptions hold, then I
can claim that my approach is able to produce music that is similar to human-composed music in
terms of my objective rating functions.

I also conduct human listening evaluations for the melody, chord, and bass modules in my
system and for the combination of all three. For each module, listeners are presented with ten
pairs of 30-second music fragments in a random order. Each pair consists of a seed song and
either a stylistic imitation or a non-imitation of another seed song. Participants rate each pair
for similarity and personal preference using a Likert scale from 1 to 5. To ensure unbiased
assessments, especially in the melody and bass studies, I control for non-melodic elements by
deriving them from a third song, which is designed to isolate the evaluated component (e.g.,
melody) from influencing factors like chord progression. In the chord study, only simple block
chords were presented. Audio versions were produced using MIDI and software synthesizers,
with parameters adjusted to minimize effects of timbre, pitch, and tempo differences, maintaining
identical settings for each pair and aligning them closely with the original seed song settings.

3.3 Controllable deep melody generation via hierarchical music structure
representation

Generating a customizable full piece of music with consistent long-term structure remains a
challenge in deep learning. Thus, I aim to explore automatic melody composition with multiple
levels of structure awareness and controllability in deep learning. My focus is on (1) addressing
structural consistency inside a phrase and on the global scale, and (2) giving explicit control to
users to manipulate melody contour and rhythm structure directly.

My solution, MusicFrameworks, is based on the design of hierarchical music representations
I call music frameworks inspired by Hiller and Ames [57]. A music framework is an abstract
hierarchical description of a song, including high-level music structure such as repeated sections
and phrases, and lower-level representations such as rhythm structure and melodic contour. The
idea is to represent a piece of music by music frameworks, and then learn to generate melodies
from music frameworks. Controllability is achieved by editing the music frameworks at any level
(song, section, and phrase); I also present methods that generate these representations from scratch.
MusicFrameworks can create long-term music structures, including repetition, by factoring music
generation into sub-problems, allowing simpler models and requiring less data.

In the generation process, I first organize the full melody with section and phrase-level structure.
To generate melody in each phrase, I generate rhythm and basic melody using two separate
transformer-based networks, and then generate the melody conditioned on the basic melody,
rhythm, and chords in an auto-regressive manner. To customize or add variety, one can alter
chords, basic melody, and rhythm structure in the music frameworks, letting my networks generate
the melody accordingly. Additionally, I introduce new features to encode musical positional
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information, rhythm patterns, and melodic contours based on musical domain knowledge.
Evaluations of the MusicFrameworks approach include objective measures to show expected

behavior and subjective assessments. I compare human-composed melodies and melodies gen-
erated under various conditions to study the effectiveness of music frameworks. I summarize
the contributions as follows: (1) devising a hierarchical music structure representation and ap-
proach called MusicFrameworks capable of capturing repetitive structure at multiple levels, (2)
enabling controllability at multiple levels of abstraction through music frameworks, (3) a set of
methods that analyze a song to derive music frameworks that can be used in music imitation
and subsequent deep learning processes, (4) a set of neural networks that generate a song using
the MusicFrameworks approach, (5) useful musical features and encodings to introduce musical
inductive biases into deep learning, (6) comparison of different deep learning architectures for
relatively small amounts of training data and a sizable listening test evaluating the musicality of
my method against human-composed music.

3.3.1 Experiment Design

Objective Evaluation I first examine whether music frameworks promote controllability. I
aim to show that given a basic melody and rhythm form as guidance, the model can generate a
new melody that follows the contour of the basic melody, and has a similar rhythm form. Also, I
follow methods in Section 2.3 to test if the generated melody exhibits similar structure-related
distributions to that of the POP909 dataset.

Subjective Evaluation I conduct a listening test to evaluate the generated songs. To avoid
listening fatigue, I present sections lasting about 1 minute and containing at least 3 phrases. I
randomly select six sections from different songs in the validation set as seeds and then generated
melodies based on conditions 1–6 presented in Table 1. To render audio, each melody is mixed
with the original chords played as simple block triads via a piano synthesizer. For each section
and each condition, I generate at least two versions.

In each rating session, a listener first enters information about their music background and
then provides ratings for six pairs of songs. Each pair is generated from the same input seed
song using different generation conditions (see Table 1). For each pair, the listener answers: (1)
whether they heard the songs before the survey (yes or no); (2) how much they like the melody of
the two songs (integer from 1 to 5); and (3) how similar are the two songs’ melodies (integer from
1 to 5). I also embed one validation test in which a human-composed song and a randomized song
are provided to help filter out careless ratings.

4 Expressive Performance Control with Style and Structure
Music fundamentally relies on performance. Performance is where musicians interpret scores
with their personal styles and emotions. In AI-generated music, expressive performance control is
often ignored. It encompasses critical music elements often missing in scores and symbolic music
composition, such as timing, dynamics, pitch, playing techniques, and timbre control. These
performance controls are key to making generated music sound natural. As my advisor Roger
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R.Melody Basic Melody Rhythm
0 copy copy copy
1 gen copy copy
2 gen gen copy
3 gen without copy
4 gen copy gen with BRF
5 gen copy gen without BRF
6 gen gen gen with BRF

Table 1: Seven evaluation conditions. Group 0 is human-composed. R.Melody: realized melody;
gen: generated from our system; BRF: Basic Rhythm Form; copy: directly copying that part from
the human-composed song; without: not using music frameworks.

Dannenberg often emphasizes, “No good control, no good synthesis.” This is comparable to a
masterful violin that, regardless of its high quality, will sound vastly different in the hands of a
professional compared to a novice, underscoring the importance of skilled performance control.

To generate good expressive performance control, I focus on three performance elements:
timing, pitch, and dynamics. My experiments involve both vocal and instrumental performances.
In addition, I aim to invent models that can produce performance controls in diverse styles. I will
further look into the impact of music structure on music performance.

4.1 Related Work
Expressive performance controls can be categorized into timing, pitch, dynamics, and timbre
control [36, 81]. Timing, crucial for mood and style conveyance, often involves rhythm and tempo
variations. Performance timings are different from score timings with regular note durations in
beats. Studies [18] highlight how performance timing affects musical expression. Most studies on
the generation of expressive performance timing [115, 134] focus on piano, as MIDI format is
easy for representing and modeling timing control. Recent practices in piano performance timing
control [134] have shown promise using traditional machine learning methods. These methods
model deviations between note onsets in performance timing and the original score timing. In my
thesis, I adopt a similar approach for modeling timing onset deviations but leverage deep learning
architectures to incorporate more style controls.

Pitch is another fundamental parameter in expressive performance. While instruments like the
piano produce discrete pitches, voices and many instruments such as strings and woodwinds have
continuous pitch variation during performance. This is typically analyzed using Fundamental
Frequency (F0), representing continuous F0 pitch curves, which are closely tied to playing
techniques like vibrato, glissando, and ornaments. Prior research has explored modeling F0 curves
to enhance expressiveness. For instance, in Ning Hu’s thesis [58], she used traditional machine
learning models to generate expressive F0 curves, producing natural vibrato controls for brass
instruments. Furthermore, [68] uses a neural network with bi-directional LSTM to generate F0
curves from scores for instruments. These studies collectively underline the critical role of F0
curves in enhancing the expressiveness and emotional depth of musical performances, whether
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live or synthesized. In my work, I use deep learning models to generate F0 curves from scores for
both singing and instrumental synthesis with style and structure controls.

Dynamics, which involve the loudness and softness of notes, also play a significant role
in expressive performance. For example, Juslin and Timmers [70] emphasize how dynamic
variations can dramatically alter the listener’s perception of music. In expressive performance
control, researchers often use amplitude envelopes (curves) extracted from audio performance
to represent dynamics control. Clynes [19, 20] suggested that amplitude envelopes should be
controlled based on music context. Dannenberg and Derenyi [38] designed Spectral Interpolation
Synthesis where amplitude envelopes were generated and modified using machine learning
techniques to create realistic performance in trumpet. Ning [58] further extended that work and
experimented on a performance model with more natural amplitude control. More recently, the
integration of deep learning algorithms, as seen in the work of [133], has enabled dynamic control,
mimicking the subtle amplitude fluctuations found in live performances. In this thesis, I will
further explore generating amplitude envelopes from scores with deep-learning models.

In addition, timbre control, often linked with performance techniques, is crucial for musical
expression. However, the lack of performance technique labels in current datasets hinders models
from generating timbre control directly from scores. In my model for singing performance, a
subset of the opera singing data includes technique labels, which I integrate into the system
to model timbre control based on these techniques. For other singing styles and instrumental
performances, I leave the timbre control to the model and let it figure out suitable techniques
automatically.

Style modeling in music performance seeks to capture and replicate the unique expressive
characteristics that define different musical genres and individual musicians. Widmer and Goebl
[50] focused on understanding and modeling the distinctive styles of famous pianists with machine
learning techniques to analyze. Another study by Dixon, Goebl, and Widmer [41] explored
the automatic detection of performance style in recordings, showcasing the potential of AI in
distinguishing and learning diverse musical expressions. More recent advances involve deep
learning models, as seen in the work of Oore et al. [92, 99], which generated stylistically diverse
music performances using neural networks. I incorporate different music styles in the singing
performance control, such as pop, opera, rock, children’s songs, and traditional Chinese music.

Like symbolic music composition, structure significantly impacts musical expression. For ex-
ample, musicians often sing identical phrases with the same lyrics and notes differently depending
on their placement within a song. However, few studies have looked at the relationship between
music structure and expressive performance control. Time permitting, I aim to further investigate
the analysis and generation of expressive performance control in relation to structure, though this
is not a requisite component of the thesis.

4.2 Data collection
For singing performance control and synthesis, there has been a persistent lack of publicly
accessible data, particularly concerning the diversity of languages and performance styles. Thus, I
collected SingStyle111 [33], a large studio-quality singing dataset with multiple languages and
different singing styles, and presented singing style transfer examples. It features 111 songs
performed by eight professional singers, spanning 12.8 hours and covering English, Chinese, and
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Italian. It incorporates different singing styles, such as bel canto opera, Chinese folk singing, pop,
jazz, and children. Specifically, 80 songs include at least two distinct singing styles performed by
the same singer. All recordings were conducted in professional studios, yielding clean, dry vocal
tracks in mono format with a 44.1 kHz sample rate. I segmented the singing voices into phrases,
providing lyrics, performance MIDI, and scores with phoneme-level alignment. I also extracted
acoustic features such as Mel-Spectrogram, F0 curves, and amplitude envelopes.

Together with SingStyle111, I also used other public datasets for singing research, including
Opencpop [127], M4Singer [141], Children Song Dataset [16], VocalSet [48, 131], and PopCS
[85]. I processed them following the same methods for SingStyle111. Detailed representation and
processing approaches will be discussed in the thesis.

For instrumental performances modeling and synthesis, on the one hand, I organized and
re-processed existing public clean monophonic instrumental dataset, including Bach10 [43],
URMP [82], CBF dataset [125], CCOM-HuQin [143], Filosax [3], EEP, and ViolinEtudes [11].
On the other hand, my advisor Prof. Roger Dannenberg performed and recorded stylistic Trumpet
performances. The combination spans a wide range of instruments, covering strings, woodwinds,
and brass instruments. Features such as mel-spectrogram, F0 curves, and amplitude envelopes are
extracted and aligned with scores and audio recordings.

4.3 Singing Performance Control with Style and Structure
I use diffusion models to generate expressive timing, F0 curves, and amplitude envelopes from
the symbolic score and lyrics input. Input context includes the symbolic score (note pitch, onset,
and duration), lyrics (language category, phone ID, word boundary indication), positional features
(order of notes), and style tokens (singer identity, style genre, technique, emotion, dataset). The
pipeline first generates expressive timing from the input context and then passes the generated
timing as an additional input condition to the generation models of F0 curves and amplitude
envelopes.

Model Architecture Each generation module shares a similar model architecture (as shown in
Figure 7). It is inspired by DiffWave [76] and uses a diffusion process with a modified WaveNet
model [98] as the backbone. All the residual layers share the same projection of the input context
but with an extra non-shared convolutional layer. All the generating targets have been normalized
to be closer to the Gaussian distribution before being input into the model.

Experiment Design I use both objective and subjective methods to evaluate the models. Since
currently there is no explicit performance control modeling for singing voice yet, I do not have a
baseline and thus directly compare the generated results with the Ground Truth. For objective
evaluation, I compute the MSE loss. For subjective evaluation, I use the synthesizers in the next
section to generate a singing according to the generated performance control. I also plan to do
ablation studies to see the effects of different style token controls.
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Figure 7: Architecture of the proposed methods. “Target” varies according to the generating
content. For example, in expressive timing control, the target is a sequence of onset deviation; for
generating F0 curves, the target is a framewise F0 sequence.

4.4 Instrumental Performance Control with Style and Structure
Instrumental performance control will be focused on strings, brass, and woodwinds because piano
and other percussion instruments have much less freedom in pitch control. The plan is to apply
similar approaches used in singing to these instruments, except that they do not need to encode
lyrics. In addition, I also do some experiments using a Transformer and VAE architecture instead
of a diffusion process for F0 and Amplitude control.

5 Singing and Instrumental Synthesis with Style Control
Music synthesis, including singing voice and instrumental synthesis, is a long-standing area of
research that has lasted for almost a century. Recently, advanced machine learning and deep
learning technologies [8, 77, 98, 140] have accelerated the development in this area and largely
improved audio synthesis quality. However, several challenges still remain difficult for music: (1)
lack of high-quality data with annotations, especially for public and large datasets; (2) high fidelity
synthesized audio without artifacts; (3) expressive and natural sound with expressive performance
control; (4) realize timbre style control and transfer even with unseen targets.
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To address the above issues, I extend my work on performance control (Section 4) to au-
dio synthesis. For data scarcity, I collected SingStyle111 and re-processed available singing
and instrumental datasets (as discussed in Section 4.2). In the synthesis process, I design an
acoustic model that enables explicit style and performance controls to generate high-quality
mel-spectrograms for singing. Meanwhile, I modify the state-of-the-art speech synthesis vocoders
to generate high-quality singing audio from mel-spectrograms. To further explore synthesizing
with unseen voices and timbre style controls, I integrate audio codecs [78], a highly efficient
audio representation, into the synthesis architecture. It can take only 5 seconds of unseen speech
voice and synthesize realistic singing using this voice together with score and lyrics input. Similar
approaches will be applied to instrumental synthesis as well.

5.1 Related Work
5.1.1 Singing Voice Synthesis (SVS) and Singing Voice Conversion (SVC)

Voice synthesis can be traced back to the 1930s in Bell Labs [44], and researchers have developed
successful traditional vocal synthesizers such as VOSIM and FOF that are widely used in the
industry. In recent years, the development of machine learning and deep learning techniques
in audio and Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis, such as Wavenet [98], deep acoustic models
(FastSpeech [107]), neural vocoders (MelGAN [77], HifiGAN [75], BigVGAN [79], DiffWave
[76]) and audio Encodec [78, 140], has also become mainstream in singing voice synthesis and
conversion.

A widely used architecture in current TTS and SVS practices is a two-step synthesis process.
As shown in Figure 8, an SVS system typically handles two types of inputs: (1) score with lyrics,
or (2) performance data including F0 curves and amplitude envelopes. Score-based SVS systems
process symbolic inputs like scores and lyrics, generating performance controls implicitly within
the model. Meanwhile, some SVS systems [85] take lyrics and ground-truth performance controls,
such as the actual F0 curves, as input. SVS systems generally comprise two key components: an
acoustic model that transforms input into an acoustic representation from input, and a vocoder
that synthesizes the final audio output from this representation. The acoustic representation
could be standard formats like spectrograms or mel-spectrograms, or more specialized pre-trained
representations like audio Encodec codes [65] and harmonic representations in DDSP [142],
among other predefined features and templates.

Figure 8: A commonly used architecture in SVS.

There are several common practices for acoustic model development. First is transformer-
based models such as FastSpeech2 [107]. It enhances the transformer architecture with three
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implicit variance adaptors, controlling pitch, energy, and duration within the model. Additionally,
WaveNet and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)-based methods are widely utilized. These models are
often effectively paired with GANs [144] or diffusion processes [85] to enhance their performance.

Recent advancements in vocoders, driven by deep learning, have marked significant progress
beyond traditional methods like Griffin-Lim [105]. Modern vocoders such as Parallel-WaveGAN
[136] and HiFiGAN [75] utilize GAN frameworks and employ multi-period and multi-scale loss
functions, operating across both time and frequency dimensions to produce high-quality audio.
BigVGAN [79] extends HifiGAN’s capabilities, integrating periodic activation functions and
anti-aliased multi-periodicity composition, yielding high-quality speech and music synthesis but
requiring extensive training data. Diffwave [76], leveraging a Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic
Model (DDPM) [117] with a WaveNet backbone, offers ease of training but is slower in both
training and inference phases and can lose high-frequency components in the output. RefineGAN
[135] creates a waveform template from F0 curves for phase information, subsequently refining
it with Mel-spectrograms to produce the final audio waveform. To improve pitch sensitivity
in singing vocoders, some studies [144] have incorporated quantized F0 curves as additional
conditions. In this section, Diffwave and BigVGAN are utilized as vocoders, processing inputs of
mel-spectrograms and quantized F0 curves.

Singing Voice Conversion, recent advancements have significantly enhanced the ability to
alter a singer’s voice while retaining the song’s integrity. One example is the SO-VITS-SVC
model (SoftVC VITS Singing Voice Conversion) 3, which integrates a speech encoder SoftVC
[122] into a speech synthesizer VITS [73], and achieves realistic results for pre-trained singers. In
the general voice conversion, the latest models like VALL-E [126] and NANCY [15] are able to
transfer unseen voice targets in speech. However, these models are still insufficient for zero-shot
singing voice synthesis or transfer, mainly due to data scarcity and the more complex nature
of singing compared to speech. The zero-shot singing synthesis work in this section is largely
inspired by previous works in speech voice conversion and synthesis, including speech content
encoders [106], speaker encoders [124], and the Descript audio codec [78].

For stylistic singing voice synthesis, most SVS systems do not have explicit control of singing
genre styles or techniques. Instead, [62, 144] some of them have control over choosing different
singers and their corresponding singing timbre. In this section, I decided to explicitly integrate
style genre control into the model, as well as singing techniques control in the opera genre. These
controls are first used in performance models in the previous section and serve as conditions in
the acoustic model in this section.

5.1.2 Instrumental Synthesis

Instrumental synthesis has evolved through a series of significant methodologies over the past
century. For instance, Spectrum Modeling Synthesis (SMS) [114] is an influential model in this
field by tracking harmonic series with peaks in the sound and assuming the leftover is noise. By
decomposing harmonics and noises, SMS allows for detailed reconstruction and manipulation of
instrumental sounds, including non-harmonic instruments. Later works further extended this idea
and even applied advanced deep learning techniques, such as DDSP [47].

3https://github.com/svc-develop-team/so-vits-svc
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Another promising approach is Spectrum Interpolation Synthesis (SIS) [38], which offers
a comprehensive framework integrating performance control with audio synthesis. It assumes
that every note is nearly harmonic, and uses performance controls (F0 curves and Amplitude
envelopes) to determine the harmonic series, and then utilizes wavetables to resynthesize. The
spectrum itself is stored as a two-dimensional array of the relative amplitudes of the harmonics,
and a continuous spectrum is calculated by interpolating among four neighboring spectra. This
approach was further extended in [58] and achieved realistic brass instrumental synthesis results.
However, in-harmonic components of the sound, such as noisy attacks, could not be directly
inferred from the model but spliced using additive synthesis.

The emergence of deep learning techniques has brought new possibilities into this area. MIDI-
DDSP [133] integrates discrete controls in MIDI (such as timing, pitch, and velocity) with the
DDSP framework to synthesize instrument performances. The Control-Synthesis Approach
[68] uses a bi-directional LSTM model to generate pitch and loudness curves for performance
control and input them into a synthesizer with a noise model from the DDSP library. These
works show capacities with deep learning techniques but do not achieve high-quality synthesized
results. Recently, foundation models using huge model sizes and training data have become a
new direction. Large-scale models like MusicGen [26], SoundStorm [8], and SoundStream [140]
have broadened the scope of possibilities in audio and music synthesis. However, high-quality
instrumental synthesis with detailed performance control still remains challenging and will be the
focus of this section.

5.2 Expressive Singing Synthesis with Style Control
Generative models have been the focus of a plethora of recent research in deep learning with
applications such as image generation [71], text-to-image, 3D assets, or video generation [84].
The disruption brought about by diffusion models has also affected recent advances in audio-
related generative models for speech and music. Diffusion models have the benefit of being highly
expressive models with the drawback of slow sampling speed. Therefore, they are applicable in
creative use cases where real-time generation is not a requirement, which makes them the ideal
choice for the task of singing voice synthesis (SVS).

Unlike Text-To-Speech (TTS) Synthesis, Singing Voice Synthesis (SVS) from scores and
lyrics encounters distinct challenges. Firstly, singing encompasses a broader pitch frequency
range than speech, and current models still struggle to generate pitch-sensitive results, especially
for high-frequency components. Secondly, singing exhibits diverse timbre textures, such as
breathiness, chest voice, and head voice, which are typically not a focus or even excluded for
most TTS systems in speech synthesis. Moreover, singing demands a higher level of mastery in
various techniques and performance control compared to speech. Another significant challenge is
data scarcity; unlike speech, which benefits from abundant, well-processed data for training and
testing, singing data is relatively limited. Therefore, in contrast to many previous SVS systems
that adapt methods from TTS, my research concentrates on addressing the unique characteristics
and challenges inherent in singing.

Singing performance is highly multimodal. Given the same lyrics and musical score, there
are multiple ways a performer can sing the input score. In musical performance, a performer can
creatively decide how to interpret the musical score and render the performance. I handle this
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multimodality by utilizing fine-grained or dense conditioning of the generative models, such as
providing explicit stylistic performance controls such as F0 curves and amplitude envelopes into
the synthesis process.

Figure 9: Pipeline for my SVS system.

This work takes score, lyrics, style tokens, and singer ID as input and generates expressive
and realistic singing. It involves a cascade of diffusion models following architecture in Figure 7.
As shown in Figure 9, the pipeline involves (1) performance control models, including timing,
F0 curves, and loudness curves (discussed in Section 4.3); (2) an acoustic model that generates
the mel-spectrograms conditioning on performance control signals; (3) a DiffWave vocoder
to generate the waveform from mel-spectrograms and F0 curves. This section will focus on
discussing the acoustic model and vocoder.

I collected a new singing dataset for this work as discussed in Section 4.2 and Section 5.1.1,
and used them in my SVS model. This also involves various processing steps applied to the
provided scores for the other datasets to achieve a unified data format. I also utilize a shared
phoneme set based on IPA and pinyin to achieve multilingual SVS. To the best of our knowledge,
my work is the first system for multilingual SVS. The system can generate Chinese, Korean,
English, and Italian singing.

The input of the SVS system is the same as described in Section 4.3. Apart from performance
control signals, the acoustic model (Figure 10a) also takes style tokens, singer ID, and lyrics as
input conditions in the diffusion process. The style tokens include style genre ID, dataset ID,
emotion ID, and singing technique ID. The lyrics processed as phoneme ID are projected with a
transfermer encoder. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, I add F0 curves to the DiffWave vocoder as
additional input conditions to improve the vocoder synthesis quality.

The experiment uses DiffSinger [85] as the baseline model to compare the generated singing
with the proposed methods. I plan to conduct both objective and subjective evaluations. Ablation
studies are also conducted to test the effectiveness of style control and performance control signals.

5.3 Zero-shot Singing Synthesis with Unseen Speech Target
This work takes 5-second speech audio of the target (an unseen target voice excluded in training
data), together with score, lyrics, and style as input, output a realistic singing using the target
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(a) Inputs for the acoustic model in SVS (b) Inputs for the acoustic model in zero-shot SVS

Figure 10: Inputs for the acoustic model in the SVS and zero-shot SVS systems.

voice timbre. This work is much harder than previous SVS systems since (1) the speech and
singing voices of the same person might already be very different; (2) the pitch range of input
score might vary too much from the target speech; (3) modeling voices in such a zero-shot setting
itself is very challenging.

I employ two distinct approaches to address this problem. First, I replace the singer ID in the
SVS system with a generalized speaker embedding derived from audio. Concurrently, the Lyrics
transformer embedding is substituted with a pre-trained content embedding. This modification
enhances the model’s capacity to better disentangle aspects such as style, lyrics content, and singer
voice timbre, thereby enabling zero-shot control over voice timbre. For the speaker embedding,
I use Resemblyzer [124] trained on speech data, coupled with a newly developed pre-trained
model for converting lyrics into content embeddings. The effectiveness of this approach has been
somewhat limited, potentially due to a paucity of singers in the dataset. To improve results, I am
considering the integration of speech data for mixed training.

The second strategy is inspired by the methodologies used in VALL-E [126], transitioning
the acoustic model’s output from a mel-spectrogram to an audio codec. Additionally, the content
embedding is adapted to a codec representation that excludes singer information. I fine-tuned an
existing codec model (not published yet within Adobe) on singing data to acquire these content
embeddings. This method has shown promising results in zero-shot voice timbre control, but
aspects like singing quality and pronunciation accuracy across different languages require further
refinement.

5.4 Expressive Instrument Synthesis
In instrumental synthesis, I intend to utilize a similar approach in Section 5.1, where performance
control is integrated into the synthesizer, coupled with the implementation of a diffusion process
within the acoustic model. For the vocoder, a BigVGAN model will be employed. Initial
results have demonstrated promising outcomes for the acoustic model and vocoder across various
instruments. However, high-frequency components in the generated audio still remain challenging,
warranting further investigation. Furthermore, I plan to apply the techniques from Section 5.2 to
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instruments, exploring the feasibility of transferring timbres between different instruments in a
zero-shot manner. The experimental framework will incorporate both objective and subjective
evaluation methods, and the findings will be benchmarked against results from SIS and MIDI-
DDSP systems.

6 Applications
I will discuss potential applications of the technologies in the thesis, encompassing areas such as
integration with other areas in generative AI, music therapy, music education, music perception,
human-computer interactive performance, and theory development of Non-Western music.

6.1 Generative AI and Combination With Other Generative Areas
The technologies in this thesis on symbolic music composition offer tools for generative music,
serving as assistants in composition. They enable whole-song writing with a more organized
structure, as well as various control options and imitations for different music elements, which
might facilitate interactive AI-human composition and foster personalized styles.

Expressive singing voice synthesis models in Sections 4 and 5 can generate high-quality
artificial singers with capabilities in various singing styles and languages, and can be employed to
create singing demos for composers within Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) software. Zero-
shot singing synthesis, which operates on short and unseen speech inputs, enables the creation
of singing voices for individuals with limited singing abilities, democratizing singing for all.
Additionally, these models hold significant potential in interactive and social media platforms,
where creators can use their own voices to generate singing tracks for their videos. It may further
be combined with vision technologies such as HeyGAN 4 to generate singing facial expressions.

Instrumental performance control and synthesis technologies hold the potential to greatly en-
hance Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) software, offering more realistic performances compared
to existing sampling libraries. This advancement could potentially revolutionize the sampling
industry. Additionally, these technologies can be applied in film and game music production, as
well as virtual reality experiences, to create high-quality sound demos and even replace human
performances, thereby reducing costs significantly. Content creation could also benefit from these
developments.

The study of music repetition structures may also enhance other fields. For instance, a study
[101] suggested that pretraining on music data can boost model performance in language tasks,
likely due to the complex and logical structure of music aiding the learning of language structures.
Additionally, my research found that pretraining on singing data enhances prosody and pitch
generation in speech synthesis.

6.2 Music Therapy
In Section 3.2, a key motivation for my work on personalized music lies in its application to Music
Therapy, particularly Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS) [121], which assists individuals with

4https://www.heygen.com
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Parkinson’s disease in enhancing gait and mobility. With millions affected by this condition,
the challenge lies in finding music that not only adheres to RAS treatment criteria, like beat
strength and tempo, but also aligns with a patient’s musical preferences. The limited availability of
therapists further hinders the effective implementation of RAS. By generating customized music,
we can address this gap, creating therapy music tailored to both the patient’s music preferences
and health requirements. Similar methods can be adapted for other music therapy applications
like Rhythmic Auditory Cueing (RAC), which can aid in enhancing safe walking practices among
the elderly.

Furthermore, in Musicokinetic Therapy (MKT), where music is employed to facilitate move-
ment and kinesthetic engagement, AI-composed music can adapt in real-time to the movements
of patients. By leveraging motion-tracking technologies and models in my thesis, the music can
dynamically respond to the pace, rhythm, and intensity of a patient’s movements. This adaptive
feature is crucial in MKT, as it ensures that the musical tempo and rhythm are in sync with
the patient’s physical capabilities and therapy goals. Such synchronization between music and
movement can significantly improve motor coordination and rhythmic synchronization in patients,
leading to better therapy outcomes.

AI-composed music in the thesis also presents significant potential in Music Stimulation by
providing a tailored auditory experience that aligns with specific therapeutic goals. In Music
Stimulation, where music is used to elicit cognitive or emotional responses, algorithms in my
thesis can help create compositions that better target specific music preferences. Moreover, my
zero-shot singing synthesis work introduces a potential for incorporating patients’ or their relatives’
voices, which might enhance the effectiveness and personal relevance of the stimulation music.

6.3 Music Perception
In Sweet Anticipation: Music and Psychology of Expectation [64], David Huron introduces
a cognitive mechanism on how anticipation and expectation significantly influence emotional
responses in music. He poses the idea that much of the emotional response to music arises from
the interplay between expectation and the subsequent fulfillment or violation of these expectations.
He also discusses how composers manipulate musical elements like melody, harmony, and rhythm
to create or defy expectations, thereby eliciting various emotional and psychological responses
from listeners. This work inspired my analysis in Section 2.4, where algorithmic methods are
employed to analyze expectations and surprise in relation to music repetition structures and
predictions. The study in Section 2 could further help extend the perception analysis in a more
data-driven manner, and even compare with EEG and MEG results in human experiments.

6.4 Music Education
Expressive singing voice synthesis and conversion technologies in this thesis present novel oppor-
tunities in music education. They enable students to access a variety of vocal style demonstrations,
enriching their grasp of diverse singing techniques, especially when live demonstrations are
unavailable. Additionally, a common challenge in music lessons, such as Solfege, is the difficulty
students face in adapting techniques to their own voices. The zero-shot singing synthesis model
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introduced in this thesis can address this by providing tailored demonstrations suited to individual
vocal characteristics, facilitating more effective learning.

Symbolic music composition technologies could enhance music education by offering in-
teractive and adaptive learning tools. On the one hand, students can engage with automatically
generated compositions that illustrate specific theoretical concepts, from chord progressions to
complex harmonic structures, aiding in a deeper understanding of music theory. On the other
hand, imitation algorithms can suggest improvements and alternative approaches to students’
compositions, encouraging creative experimentation. If combined with personalized learning
design, these technologies can adapt to a student’s skill level, presenting challenges that are
optimally aligned with their learning curve and fostering a more effective and engaging learning
environment.

Technologies in section 2 about music structure studies could help in music education to
automatically identify and analyze various structural elements of music, such as phrases, sections,
and motifs. This is particularly beneficial for beginners, as it simplifies the visualization of music
forms, making it easier for them to comprehend the underlying structure of compositions. When
combined with the score following techniques [35], it could visualize the structure components
during listening and study.

6.5 Theory Development of Non-Western Music
The data-driven analysis of music (for example, the study of music structure and other elements)
could advance music theory by verifying existing music concepts, developing new music features
and insights for traditional music theory, and even helping create and develop theories for non-
western music. Non-western music from various global regions possesses distinct characteristics
that set them apart from the Western musical system. However, many of them lack their own music
theories comparable to that of the West. For example, traditional Chinese music boasts a rich
history and high artistic merit, yet faces challenges due to its primarily oral transmission and lack of
formalized music theory. Recent compositions of traditional Chinese music have adopted Western
music theory, risking the loss of traditional instrumental techniques and artistic uniqueness.
The evolution of Western music theory itself, a process spanning centuries, underscores that
such development is gradual and intricate. In this context, computer music analysis methods,
particularly the data-driven approach discussed in this thesis, present a promising avenue for
advancing the theoretical frameworks of non-Western music traditions.

6.6 Human-Computer Interactive Live Performance
The Human Computer Music Performance (HCMP) system [37] enables interactive performances
between computers and musicians, coordinating both human and artificial performers. These
artificial performers can rehearse, follow human players based on scores, and even improvise
[134]. Integrating stylistic music composition technologies from this thesis will enhance the
system’s capabilities in mimicking and personalizing the interactive performance experience.
Additionally, the incorporation of stylistic singing and instrumental synthesis promises to enrich
the musical experience within HCMP. By embedding generative music AI technologies, along
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with video generation and robot control, the HCMP system moves closer to realizing the vision of
creating artificial musicians capable of composing and performing music collaboratively.

7 Ethical and Legal Implications of AI Music: Challenges and
Discussion

I believe that the aim of copyright protection is not for protection itself but for better invention and
distribution. In this chapter, I plan to look back on the ethical and legal issues in the history of the
music industry, compare them with current challenges of AI music, compare differences in ethical
issues between AI music and other AI areas, discuss potential technical support and potential
impact on the music industry. Here are the main points I would like to cover in this chapter:

• Ethical and legal issues in the history of the music industry, including traditional concepts of
music copyrights and royalties, especially the past experience with recordings and samples.

• Challenges posed by AI-generated music: (1) Who owns the rights? (2) Transparency and
interoperability of AI music to creators and customers; (3) Potential impacts on revenue
models for artists and composers.

• Compare ethical issues in music to other types of arts: In which way is music different from
some other concerns? Especially what is novel/specific to music. This will also help people
in the general AI area understand the challenges in AI music.

• Authenticity and Artistic Value: defining genuine artistic expression in the age of AI. The
value of human creativity in music (e.g., even the AI chess is much better than human,
human chess is still popular). Potential for AI to overshadow or diminish human musical
contributions.

• Potential impact on the music industry. How AI music could potentially change the way
people create, perform, listen to, and transmit music, bringing potential job displacement
and industry evolution. The changing landscape: Roles at risk in an AI-dominated music
industry. Opportunities for new roles and collaborations between AI and human artists, for
example, AI as a tool for music interactively.

• Bias, Diversity, and Representation. The impact of training data on AI music output. Risks
of sidelining underrepresented music styles. The imperative for diversity and inclusivity in
AI music models.

• Privacy Concerns in Personalized AI Music Experiences. Data collection and usage for
tailored music experiences. Transparency, consent, and user rights in an AI-driven music
ecosystem.

• Potential technical support for helping solve the above challenges. For example, music
watermark, music similarity comparison and better fingerprint algorithms.

My plan for this chapter is:
• Survey on existing papers on AI music ethics and similar topics in general AI ethics. Get a

sense of what is missing in current literature, as well as the writing style and workload of
such a chapter.
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• Setup a goal: will this chapter be a broad overview? Or an in-depth discussion towards one
direction of the above main points?

• Write and revise an outline of problems that need discussion.
• Schedule multiple rounds of discussions with experts.
• Summarize the discussion results and write the paper.

8 Schedule

Nov 2023 - Feb 2024
Propose thesis
Chapter 4.2 Instrumental Performance Control

Feb 2024 - May 2024
Chapter 5.3 Instrumental Synthesis
Chapter 7 AI Ethics and Legalty

June 2024 - July 2024 Thesis write-up
July 2024 Thesis defense

9 Conclusion
I am proposing a scheme for creating artificial musicians across three different music creation
levels and representation modalities: symbolic music composition, expressive performance
control, and music audio synthesis. Meanwhile, this work targets two major challenges in current
music creation: integration of hierarchical music repetition structure and personalized music
style, achieved by integrating music domain knowledge into the modeling process. In addition,
I will discuss the potential applications of these technologies, as well as the ethical and legal
implications of AI music.

So far, I have already finished works in Chapter 2 (computational study of music repetition
and structure) and Chapter 3 (symbolic music composition with structure, style and control).
Expressive performance control and audio synthesis for singing voice are also in the finishing
stage. I will be continuing the exploration of instrumental performance control and synthesis in
the next few months. At the same time, I am organizing discussions on AI music ethics among
musicians, lawyers, people in the music industry, AI ethics experts, and music technologists, in
order to gain more insights into Chapter 7.

If time allows, I will explore more application scenarios described in Chapter 6. For example,
combining this work with our previous Human Computer Performance System to make an
interactive performance demo with artificial musicians. Moreover, I would like to explore more
insights for this work in depth.

In all, I believe the topic is very interesting, the experimental approach is clear, and I should
be able to finish the thesis project within the scheduled time frame.
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